Rookie Corner - 355
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Across
8 Light ring in such a
lot of cakes ... (4)
9 ... 1 of 10 here with
liquor and ice (10)
10 Apollo parts are
what The Apollo
does (6)
11 'No Taping' order is
pathetic (8)
12 Complete
agreement could be
shop steward's
position (2,6)
14 Country where
gluttony doesn't end
before church (6)
16 Relish starting
Zoom every single
time (4)
17 For tea, maybe,
before one is sick,
oddly (5)

15

28

18 Come across food
in conversation (4)
19 Aim to break
cooker. What's to
be done? (6)
21 For one girl,
following Maggie
May ultimately
makes things easier
to see (8)
23 Desert absorbs a
cold dessert,
perhaps (8)
26 Ebbing, dangerous
tide engulfs whole
pier (6)
27 Doing a headstand,
accidentally wiped
sound (6-4)
28 Row when recipe is
lost causes
complaint (4)

Down
1 Jam-packed, foursquare calorific
cuboid (10)
2 Top of Homer's list,
he's obsessed with
money (8)
3 Brief periods when
baths admit some
every second (6)
4 Cry when it's the
same card (4)
5 Call setter before
uncle limits baked
item (8)
6 Fruit that fussy
Sloane Ranger
learns to leave (6)
7 One Tory who can
do no wrong? (4)
13 Used to keep
people in suspense
at Tyburn (5)

15 The Pensioners'
hair style? (7,3)
17 Being experienced,
argued differently
at first (8)
18 Blended tall foam it's brown and
chewy (4,4)
20 Biblical killer turns
up in supplement
(6)
22 Make bigger
electronic version
of Windows Plus
(6)
24 Afterthought
behind the last two
of Cleopatra's
horned vipers (4)
25 PM follows 12 (4)

